Did You Know?

- EQ Standby mode triggers all apparatus to be pulled out of quarters. Upon being alerted of EQ standby, units should standby for further information. Once details of the location and magnitude of an earthquake are known a decision is made on fully activating EQ mode. Once EQ mode is fully activated Verdugo will announce the full activation. At this point units shall switch to their pre-assigned tactical channels. All BC’s shall report updates to Verdugo on Red 2. Verdugo will announce when EQ mode is terminated and when resources are clear to pull back into apparatus bays.
- We are requesting assistance with maintaining Premise History. If you are dispatched to a location where the premise history is no longer valid or if premise history is needed for a particular location, please send an email to your BCs for routing to Verdugo.
- When staffing allows Verdugo staff will attempt to assist our partner agencies with 911 education information. If you have a community event and would like to request 911 education material or personnel please email Kadia Miranda at kmiranda@glendaleca.gov
- Verdugo has been busy supporting the fires throughout California, Oregon, Washington, and Hawaii. So far this year we have processed 62 overhead requests for a total of 604 personnel days and 19 Strike Team requests for a total of 135 days.